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CONSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION OF A POWERFUL LOGO

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE ACQUISITION

AND TRANSFER OF THINKING SKILLS

E. De Corte, L. Verschaffel
1

, H. Schrooten,

R. Indemans, and E. Hoedemaekers

Center for Instructional Psychology,

University of Leuven, Belgium

ABSTRACT

This study aimed at the development of a powerful LOGO learning environment for

achieving the following conditions for the acquisition and transfer of thinking

skills: 1) sufficient knowledge of the LOGO primitives and concepts; 2) mastery

of the thinking skills within the programming context; and 3) explicit training

for transfer. A systematic experiment was carried out in three sixth grade

classes according to the pretest-posttest design with control group. A LOGO

course, involving the training of a systematic programming strategy, was taught

in two experimental classes. In one of these classes explicit instruction for

transfer was also applied. The control group was a non-treaLlent group. At the

end of the school year condition fulfilment was tested. The findings showed

that the first two transfer conditions were fulfilled in both experimental

groups; the results with respect to the third condition were less positive.

Furthermore, a series of transfer tests were administered. Data aLIalysis

revealed that transfer was obtained in both experimental groups. This implies

that fulfilment of the first two conditions mentioned above is sufficient for

realizing transfer.

1
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Acquiring thinking and problem-solving skills is nowadays a primary educational

objective [1] . Recent research in the domain of cognitive psychology has

revealed that learning to solve problems requires the integrated acquisition of

three categories of nbilities [2] : 1. flexible application of a well-organized

domain-specific knowledge base, involving concepts, rules, principles,

formulas, and algorithms; 2. heuristic methods, i.e. systematic search

strategies for problem analysis and transformation; 3. metacognitive skills,

involving knowledge concerning one's own cognitive functioning on the one hand,

and the self-monitoring and regulation of one's own cognitive processes on the

other. Learning to solve problems also supposes that the learned knowledge and

skills can he applied in new problem situations, even in other content domains;

in other words, it assumes that transfer will occur.

In this respect, it has often been claimed that learning to program offers

great potential for the acquisition and transfer of important heuristics and

metacognitive skills. A major advocate of this "cognitive effects hypothesis"

with respect to computer programming is Pnpert. In his book Mindstorms:

children, computers and powerful ideas [3), he argues that: LOGO leads to the

development in children of general thinking and problem-solving skills such as

planning, problem decomposition, and debugging on the one hand, and to the

acquisition of powerful concepts having a wide application, such as variable

and recursion on the other. Another key idea of Papert's theory is that LOGO

should be acquired according to a self-oiscovery strategy, analogous to how a

young child learns to speak.

Feurzeig, Horowitz and Nickerson [4) have given a more systematic overview

of the cognitive skills that children could acquire while learning to program.

The most important ones mentioned by these authors are

1. rigorous thinking and the abUity to express one's thoughts accurately and

precisely;

2. understanding and being able to apply important general concepts such as

procedure, variable, function, recursion;

3. mastery of heuristic methods such as planning, decomposing a problcm into

its constituent parts and thinking of an analogous problem;

4. the ability to discover and debug errors in a solution procedure,

5. awareness that for most problems there are different solution strategies.



One will notice that this list contains aspects belonging to each of the three

previously mentioned categories of skills that a competent problem solver

masters.

However, an important question is whethe.i: there is empirical evidence

supporting the cognitive effects hypothesis. A review of the literature shows

that this hypothesis is mostly justified on the basis of a rational analysis of

programminE, according to which this complex activity requires a number of

skills that are considered to be of importance in learning, thinking and

problem solving in general. Nickerson [5, p. 42] writes in this respect:

"Perhaps the basic reason for the belief that programming might be an effective

vehicle for the acquisition of generally useful cognitive skills is the

assumption that programming is prototypical of many cognitively demanding

tasks. It is a creative endeavor requiring planning, precision in the use of

language, the generation and testing of hypotheses, the ability to identify

action sequences that will realize specified objectives, careful attention to

detail and a variety of other skills that seem to reflect what thinking is all

about". Although such considerations are quite interesting, they do not offer a

sufficient basis for accepting this hypothesis.

Convincing scientific evidence is needed, the more so since studies in

other domains showed that transfer is difficult to achieve (e.g. [6, 7)), and

the results of a number of pioneering investigations with respect to

programming carried out over the first part of the past decade also did not

suppcit this cognitive effects hypothesis. However, the latter sobering

outcoines can be attributed to the following two aspects of these

investigations. First, the pupils did not acquire sufficient programming

ability, due to the short duration of the hands-on experience (on the average

about 25 to 30 hours) on the one hand, and to the absence of systematic

instruction on the other. Secona, an explicit and systematic orientation

towards transfer was lacking (for a review, see [8, 9]).

Since 198 we have been engaged in a research project "Computers and

Thinking" that relates to the cognitive effects of learning to program :n LOGO.

The major objective was the development, implementation and evaluation of a

powerful learning emironment aiming at the acquisition and transfer of general

thinking skills. We focused on a subset of: the problem-solving skills that are

expected to be influenced by programming experience: two metaeognitive skills



(planning and debugging), and two heuristics (problem decomposition and

construction of an external problem representation).

Taking into account the results of earlier work about the cognitive

effects hypothesis on the one hand, and tha recent cognitive psychological

literature on the other, we hypothesized that fulfilment of the following three

conditions is crucial in order to attain transfer of cognitive skills:

1. the pupils have acquired sufficient domain-specific knowledge (i.e. LOGO

language features and concepts);

2. they have achieved mastery of the heuristics and metacognitive skills within

the LOGO environment;

3. they have learned how to apply the skills taught in the programming

environment in at least one other content domain.

As argued before, previous research has convincingly shown that fulfilment of

the first condition alone is not sufficient in order to obtain transfer of

thinking skills. Therefore, the focus of the present study was the necessity of

the transfer conditions 2 and 3. The general hypothesis was formulated as

follows: "If the first two conditions are fulfilled, transfer of thinking

skills will occur; fulfilment of the third condition will enhance the transfer

effect".

The project was carried out in two stages. During the school year 1986-87

an exploratory study was undertaken, aiming at the development, tryout and

revision of a LOGO teaching-learnidg environment, and at the construction of

instruments for measuring pupils' knowledge and skills within the LOGO

environment (transfer conditions 1 and 2) (see (10] for more detailed

information). To test the hypothesis mentioned above, a more systematic

experiment was undertaken during the school year 1987-88. In that

experimert the teaching-learning environment was extended with onk crucial

component, namely 'ale explicit training for transfer (transfer condition 3).

The present article deals with the design and the results of this second study.

METHOD

Subjects

Tilt subjects were 12 year-old children, who had no prior experience with

compute,. in general and with LOGO in particIlar. All participants were drawn



from three sixth-grade classes, with 24 pupils each (n-72). Two classes served

as -xperimental groups (El and E2), while the third one was a control group

(C). In the beginning of the school year an ir.telligence test and a school

achievement test were administered in all three classes; no significant

differences between the three groups were found.

Design

The experiment was carried out according to the pretest-posttest design

with control group. In El, the fulfilment of the first two transfer conditions

mentioned above was pursued through a 60-hour LOGO course, involving the

systematic instruction of the primitives of the LOGO language on the one hand,

and of a strategy to write programs using LOGO's graphical mode on the other.

This strategy involves two main phases, namely a planning phase and an

executing-and-testing phaoe. It constitutes the operationalisation of the

previously mentioned general thinking skills that we aimed at in the LOGO

course: planning, debugging, decomposition, and external representation. In E2,

all three transfer conditions were pursued: on top of the LOCO course, the

children were taught how to apply the learned skills in another context, namely

in solving multi-step mathematical word problems. The control class was a

non-treatment group.

LOGO learning environment

A LOGO course outlined in Table 1 was taught lu the two experimental

groups one afternoon each week during the whole school year (approximately 60

boars).

Insert Table I here

The teaching was taken care of by members of the research team, in cooperation

with t he teacher. The computer. room, which was d ec [y aeCeS St hie I: orin the

regular classroom, was equipped with nine Philips MSX-,Iticrocomputrs. The

course cons-isted of two major components, namely the teaching of tne LOGO

primitives and concepts (transfer condition 1) on the one hand, and the

training of the pz-ogramming strategy (transfer con(1iton 2) on the (:ther.



Teaching LOGO primitives and concepts (transfer condition 1) - The content

of the LOGO course was limited to the so-called turtle graphics. Moreover, the

children were only taught those LOGO primitives and concepts considered

necessary with a view to the acquisition of the intended programming strategy,

More specifically, the following notions of LOGO were treated: making simple

drawings using the basic LOGO primitives (FD/BK, RT/LT, PU/PD), working with

the REPEAT command, writing procedures and superprocedures.

Starting from a moderate constructivist conception [11], we assumed that a

powerful learning environment is characterized by a good balance between

discovery learning on the one hand, and systematic instruction on the other.

A first example of structuring the pupils' learning processes is

presenting the LOGO primitives and concepts in a well-considered sequence. We

only passed on to the next primitive or concept if the iesults of an

intermediary test showed that the former was sufficiently mastered.

Second, the teaching of a new LOGO primitive or concept was performed in a

rather systematic way, mostly via demonstration at the computer or in a

discussion format. During these demonstrations and discussions we made use of

our knowledge of children's typical errors and misconceptions, that we had

acquired during the exploratory study. For example, to avoid the typical

misconceptions and errors with respect to angles [10], we inserted activities

like playing turtle, indicating the turning angles in a clear and uniform way,

estimating angles, and measuring angles using a protractor.

Afterwards, the children were given ample opportunity to practise the

newly learned primitive or concept mostly in small groups of two to three

pupils at the computer. To stimulate exploratory activities, challenging tasks

were provided. We also constructed game-like microworlds, in which the children

could exercise certain LOGO notions in an intensive but attractive manner. The

"direction game", for instance, aimed at practising the primitives LT and RT.

Its goal was to send the turtle, that moved with a certain speed and in a

certain direction over the screen, to its nest, using LT and RT instructions.

The practising phase was concluded with a discussion o4: children's

difficulties, findings and strategies.

To wind up with, the children each time had the occasion to practise the

newly mastered LOGO knowledge in integration with the previously 1. earned ones

in more extensive self-chosen projects.



Teaching of a strategy for writing LOGO programs (transfer condition 2) -

The LOGO programming strategy that was taught, consists of two main phases: a

planning phase, and an integrated executing-and-testing phase. As said before,

this strategy involved two metacognitive components, namely planning and

debugging, and two heuristics, namely problem decomposition and construction of

an external representation. Planning and debugging were instructed respectively

in the first and the second phase. The two heuristics were taught in the

planning phase.

In the planning phase, carried out independently from the computer, three

steps are distinguished (see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 here

- Making a drawing of the intended screen effect.

- Constructing a tree-like diagram in which the complex drawing is subdivided

in building blocks that are easy to program; this diagram involves at the

same time the sequence in which the different parts have to be drawn on the

screen.

- Making separate drawings of the different building blocks or parts,

indicating for each part the lengths and angles as well as the start and the

end position of the turtle.

Once the planning i5 completed, the intgrated executing-and-testing phase on

the machine can begin. This activity is guided by two principles:

- Top-down programming, involving that the children are taught to start with

the most global procedure, called the "mother procedure", which consists of

the names of the subsequent parts from the second level of the tree-like

diagram, together with the names of the "connecting links" that move the

turtle from the end position of a previous part to the start position of the

next building block ; subsequently each component of this procedure is

specified until the lowest level of the tree-like diagram is reached.

In the present study, 't was agreed that the name for a connecting link
between two building blocks consists of the followlng three parts: the
characters "GL" (from Connecting Link), followed by a dash and the first
character of the former and the following block (e.g. connecting link between
WINDOW and MOTOR: CL -WM).



- Immediate testing and debugging of each new procedure after defining it. By

calling the "mother procedure", the result appears on the screen and can

instantly be evaluated; furthermore the error message ("There is no procedure

named...") indicates which procedure has to be written next.

To illustrate these principles, we present the interaction with the

computer of a child who applies the strategy for drawing the car in Figure 1.

In accordance with the principle of top-down programming, the child first

defines the mother procedure (CAR):

TO CAR

WINDOW CL-WM MOTOR CL-MW WHEELS
3

END

Then, following the second principle, the child types the name of the mother

procedure (CAR), resulting in the error message "THERE IS NO PROCEDURE NAMED

WINDOW AT LEVEL 1 OF CAR". Next the WINDOW procedure is defined:

TO WINDOW

REPEAT 2 (FD 15 RT 90 FD 40 RT 90)

END

As a result of the subsequent testing (CAR), the following screen effect is

obtained (see Figure 2):

Insert Figure 2 here

The error message at the bottom of the screen indicates that the connecting

link between the window and the motor (CL-WM) is the next procedure to be

written. The child types:

TO CL -WM

PU RT 90 BK 10 PD

END

Calling the mother procedure (CAR) results in the following screen effect (see

Figure 3):

3
For the sake of clarity, the children were taught to !;tart a new line for

each procedure in a superprocedure. However, in this text all procedures are on
one line because of the limited space available.



Insert Figure 3 here

Subsequently, the child writes the procedure for the motor; e.g.

TO MOTOR

COVER CL-CL LIGHTS CL -Lk RADIATOR

END

When afterwards the mother procedure (CAR) is called, the turtle again draws

the window and the connecting link between the window and the engine, and then

gives the message "THERE IS NO PROCEDURE NAMED COVER AT LEVEL 1 OF MOTOR". The

next procedure to be written is the COVER procedure.

This process is repeated until all building blocks and connecting links of

the MOTOR procedure, and subsequently all parts cf the remaining components of

the mother procedure (CAR) are defined.

The explicit teaching of this programming strategy constituted the major

component of the LOGO course. We already tried out our learning environment in

the exploratory study (10). This lead to the following findings. When asked to

write a program for a complex drawing at the end of the course, several

children did not construct a tree diagram spontaneously. The interviews

revealed that a number of them did not see the benefits of using the strategy

that was taught. Other pupils expressed their negative feelings towards the

taut strategy. However, we also found that several children, if explicitly

asked to do so, were unable to construct a correct tree-diagram. Therefore, we

modified the teaching-learning environment: in the present study the intended

strategy was taught in a more systematic manner, however without being too

strict; furthermore we tried to motivate the children to use the strategy. In

that perspective we applied several teaching strategies that: are considered in

the recent literature to be effective for the instruction of general thinking

skills: modelling, scaffolding, coaching, fading, articulation, reflection and

exploration [12].

At first , the entiit. strategy was demonstrated an "expert" (a member of

the research team) , with a view to helping the children to build a conceptual

model of the steps and processes required to carry out the task (modf3llipg).

Then each component of the strategy was treated and practised separately.

In this phase scaffolding was used, involving that the teacher provides direct



support to the pupils in carrying out those parts of the task that were beyond

their unassisted efforts. For instance, a computer program was used to help the

children in constructing a tree-diagram. This program guided the decomposition

process during the planning phase through a series of simple questions (e.g. Is

MOTOR simple enough? WI. .h are the constituting parts of MOTOR7). Through the

repeated use of this program for constructing diagrams for a diversity of

drawings, we pursued the internalization of the planning strategy.

Ncxt, the children were given ample opportunity to practice the whole

strategy, working on progressively more difficult problems in small groups of

two to three pupils (exploration). In order to help the children perform the

strategy autonomously, they were provided with several charts containing the

different steps of the strategy and other useful information. In the beginning

the pupils were guided intensively (coaching), using hints, explanation and

feedback. In doing so, we took into consideration the errors, misconceptions

and difficulties observed in the exploratory study. For instance, the criteria

for a correct tree-diagram and the classification of errors derived 'nom an

analysis of the material of the previous exploratory investigation, were made

explicit to the pupils, and this terminology was used while discussing the

tree-diagrams that were made in all projects throughout the school year. Later

on teacher help and supervision decreased with increasinr, student ability

(fading).

Throughout the instruction and practice of the strategy, the children were

stimulated to spell out the procedures and skills they used (articulation), and

to compare them with those of other children and with the expert model

(reflection). With a view to attaining transfer, the explicit and intentional

abstraction of the trained thinking skills was pursued.

To enhance children's motivation to use the programming strategy, a

substantial amount of time was spent demonstrating its use and benefits. For

instance, programs were written for a series of similar, but. not identical

drawings; this revea12n the benefits of modular and planful working methods,

such as reusability, compartmentalization, and efficiency. Furthermore, it was

demonstrated that the actual coding of the program at the computer proceeds tar

more easily and efficiently when one can start from a complete plan.

Finally, to avoid that the pupils developed an aversion for a too rigidly

and tautly imposed strategy, we allowed them to follow Lhe procedure less

strictly as the school year proceeded. This is perfectly in accordance with our



view of the learning process. We consider the full strategy as an appropriate

initial structure of action, in wh'.ch the solution process is externalized very

extensively. However, during the further course of the acquisition process,

this structure of action can progressively be abbreviated (by omitting some

parts) and internalized.

Explicit instruction for transfer (transfer condition 3)

In the second experimental group (E2) explicit instruction for transfer

was provided in an additional mini-course in word-problem solving, in which the

pupils learned to apply the skills acquired in the LOGO context (namely

planning, debugging, decomposition, and external representation) in solving

multi-step arithmet4.c word problems. More specifically, the children were

taught a strategy involving two main phases: a planning phase, and an

executing-and-testing phase. As in LOGO, the planning phase consists ..n

subdividing the multi-step problem into subproblems that can be solved easily;

this activity can also be represented in a tree-like diagram (see Figure 4). In

the integrated executing-and-testing phase, each subproblem is solved and the

outcome is immediately tested.

Insert Figure 4 here

Mastery tests

Before assessing the transfer effect, we examined fulfilment of the

transfer conditions mentioned above. In both experimental classes the

realization of the first two conditions was assessed one month before the end

of the course, using one or more mastery tests for each condition. For each

test a mastery criterion for the whole class was put forward: 75Z of the

children had to obtain 2/3 of the maximum- score on the test.. When this

criterion was not attained, we considered the relating condition as not

sufficiently fulfilled. In that case, remedial instruction was provided for

those children who did not: meet the predetermined criterion. Afterwards,

condition fulfilment: was reassessed at the end of the school year. The tests

with respect: to word-problem solving (third transfer condition) were



administered only once, because there wac no time available for remedial

instruction and retesting.

Mastery of the LOGO knowledge (transfer condition 1) - The test to assess

the knowledge and understanding of the LOGO primitives and concepts consisted

of 20 items relating to the following topics: the elementary primitives (FD/BK,

RT/LT, PU/PD), the REPEAT command, and the flow of control in superprocedures.

The children either had to indicate which of four alternative LOGO commands or

procedures would produce a given screen effect, or to select the appropriate

drawing for a particular LOGO command or program. The choice of the

alternatives was inspired by the common errors children make. Figure 5 contains

an example of an item for each of the three topics.

Insert Figure 5 here

For each correct answer, one point was given. A correction for guessing was

applied on the total score using the following formula: T = C - (I / A - 1)

(Total score after correction, Correct answers, Incorrect answers, and

Alternatives).

Mastery of the programming strategy (transfer condition 2) - To assess

mastery of the programming strategy, three tests were administered. Two

paper-and-pencil tests dealt with the construction of a tree-like diagram (=

planning stage); the third one was an individual test at the computer, and

concerned the integrated executing-and-testing phase.

In the first _planning test each item consisted of a drawing with two

tree-like diagrams, only one of which was cc-7rect. The children were asked to

irdicate the correct tree diagram for the drawing. Figure 6 shows an example of

an item.

Insert Figure 6 here

The e.zrors included in the tree-diagrams were again selected on the hasis of

children's solutions on tests administered in the exploratory study (10) . The

error analysis of these tasks resulted in a classification in severe and slight

errors; in each category several types of errors are distinguished. A severe



error is one that results in a faulty screen effect, e.g. one part of the

drawing is forgotten in the tree-diagram. A tree-diagram containing a slight

error deviates from the expert: model, but this does not lead to an erroneous

screen effect, e.g. two identical parts are given a different name. Half of the

20 items in the test contained a severe mistake; the other half a slight one. A

correct solution on an item of the first category yielded two points; the other

ones one point. Hence the maximum score on this test was 30.

In the second planning test the children had to construct autonomously an

appropriate tree-like diagram for a given drawing (see Figure 7).

Insert Figure 7 here

In scoring this test, we started from an expert model of the diagram. When the

answer of the pupil corresponded to this diagram, the maximum score, namely 10,

was attributed. For slight and severe faults, one and two points were

subtracted respectively.

The individual test concerning the integrated executing-and-testing phase

was administered at the computer. The child was asked to write a LOGO program

for a relatively complex drawing starting from a given plan (see Figure 8). To

enable us to analyse children's debugging activities, four errors were

deliberately included in this plan.

Insert Figure 8 here

During the test, the teacher sat beside the pupil and intervened every time the

child deviated from the executing-and-testing strategy as taught in the LOGO

course. First, the teacher asked a well-chosen question (e.g. Is this the next

procedure that has to be defined?). When the pupil was incapable to answer this

question, the teacher responded himself (e.g. No, the error message indicates

that the "BRIDGE" procedure is the next procedure to be written) . Every

intervention was registered; two points were given when no intervention was

needed, one point when the teacher had to ask a question, and hero points when

he also had to provide the answer.

Word-problem test (transfer condition 3) To assess mastery of the

strategy for solving multi-step word problems (the third transfer condition) in



E2, analogous tests as for LOGO were used. Two tlsts related to the planning

phase. In the first one the children had to indicate the best of two given

tree-like diagrams for a series of 10 word problems. Again, part of the items

(namely I) contained a severe mistake; the other pari, a slight one (namely 6).

An error classification scheme was developed in analogy with the one used in

LOCO. For a correct solution of an item containing a severe mistake, two points

were given; for slight errors one point.

In the second test the children were asked to construct: autonomously

appropriate tree-like diagrams for five given word problems. In scoring this

test we started from an expert model of the diagram. When the answer of the
pupil corresponded to this diagram, the maximum score, namely 10, was

attributed. For severe faults, two points were subtracted, for slight faults

one point.

The third test dealt with the integrated executing-and-testing phase. The

task was to solve a number of problems starting from given diagrams. Each

correctly solved element in the diagram yielded one point.

Transfer tests

The children of all three classes were given a series of transfer tasks in

order to evaluate their ability to apply the thinking skills trained in El and

E2 to other situations. At t"- beginning of the school year, a battery of three

tests was administered, namtj the "mazes" test, the "error detection" test,

and the "blocks" test. At the end of the course, two tests were added to this

battery, namely the "weekdays" test and the "boxes" test.

Mazes test - This test, a computer test: for planninr!, behavior, was

administered individually at the machine. The computer subsequently offered

three mazes, containing a hungry beatle and three salads (see Figure 9). The

task consisted in sending the beatle by the shortest road through the maze to
the three salads. The third item, however, was unsolvable because one of the
salads was unattainable.

Insert Fiv,ure 9 here



This test was developed to measure planning skill. A first measure for planning

ability, "mazes/pll"
4

, related to the first two mazes. The score was based on

the total distance the beatle covered. Planning was required to find the best

sequence. Consequently, the shorter the covered distance was, the better the

result. The second planning measure, "mazes/p12", concerned the third maze. We

registered at which moment the pupil discovered that this item was unsolvable.

Pupils who made this discovery before giving the first command obtained two

points; we assumed that they made a plan beforehand. Children who saw the

unsolvability only after the beatle had eaten the first, two salads, were given

one point, and those who tried to send the beatle to the last salad, got zero

points.

Error detection test - This test, which was inspired by the work of McCoy

Carver [13], contained three stories, each one telling about person A giving

person B directions. Person B followed the directions perfectly, but the

obtained result was not as intended because one of the instructions was wrong.

The task was to find and to fix the bug in the directions, so that the

anticipated result would be obtained (see Figure 10).

Insert Figure 10 here

This test was administered individually. It measures two thihking skills,

namely planning and debugging. First, the bug had to be located in the list of

instructions; a planful search of the bug is based on a preliminar; comparison

of the discrepancy between the obtained and the intended effect. When such a

plan was made before starting to execute the directions one by one, one point

for planning skill ("error/pin") was given; a child obtained zero points if

this phase was skipped. Subsequently, to correct the bug, the directions had to

be executed in order to compare the result with the intended outcome. One point

4,,
rile names of the transfer measures are composed of two parts: tiff, first

part refers Lo the concerned transfer test; the second part to the thinking
skill that is being measured (planning, d)ugging, problem decomposition, and
construction of an external representation).



for debugging ability ("error/deb") was attributed if the bug was appropriately

corrected, zero points when this was not the case.

Blocks test - In this test, one had to describe 10 complex figures in

terms of their component parts, making use of a series of given simple elements

or other less complex figures (see Figure 11). To r,escribe the figures, the

least possible elements had to be used.

Insert Figure 11 here

Solving this test efficiently requires application of the decomposition

heuristic. The scores for this skill ("block/dec") ranged from 1 to 10; one

point was given for each correctly solved item.

Weekdays test - This test consisted of ten items such as "If tomorrow is

Saturday, which day is the day before yesterday?" [14]. An efficient strategy

to solve such tasks consists in the use of an external representation. The

score for this heuristic ("weekd/ext") was one or zero, one point for a correct

representation, zero points in all other cases. This test also measures the

decomposition skill. In order to obtain the correct solution, it is necessary

to decompose the problem, to solve each part separately and to link up the

answers to a conclusion [14]. The score for "weekd/dec" was one if the external

representation contained a decomposition of the problem; zero if this was not

the case. Figure 12 shows two examples of an external representation and a

decomposition of the problem mentioned above.

Insert Figure 12 here

Boxes test - Children's mastery of the use of external representations was

also tested in the boxes ,est, consisting of ten items; for example, "There is

one big box. Inside the big box there are two separate medium boxes. Inside one

of the medium boxes there are three small boxes. Inside the other one there are

four boxes. How many boxes are there all together?" [14]. One point was given

if an appropriate graphic representation of the problem was made ("boxes/ext");



otherwise, the child obtained zero points. Figure 13 contains two examples of

an external zepresentation for this item.

Insert Figuto 13 here

RESULTS

Results on the mastery tests

Table 2 shows the number of pupils in El and E2 that reached the

predetermined mastery criterion (2/3 of the maximum score) on the different

tests by the end of the school year.

Insert Table 2 here

The results on the LOGO knowledge test indicated that by the end of the

experiment most children in both experimental classes (21 and 17 in El and E2

respectively) had acquired a sufficient level of knowledge and understanding of

the LOGO primitives and concepts (first transfer condition).

The outcomes on the measures relating to the programming strategy (second

transfer condition) were also very positive. The results on the first planning

test showed that in El and E2 resp. 19 and 23 children were sufficiently able

to indicate the correct diagram for a series of drawings. The second planning

test revealed that in El and E2 resp. 20 and 19 pupils succeeded in

constructing autonomously an appropriate tree-like diagram for a given drawing.

On the test concerning the executing-and-testing stage of the programming

strategy, namely writing a LOGO program for a relatively complex drawing

starting from a given plan, most of the children (20 in El and 22 in E2) were

able to apply the instructed strategy efficiently: they used thc top-down

programming style fairly consistent; each time a new procedure was defined, it

was tested by calling the so-called mother-procedure; and when an incorrect

screen effect was obtained, detection, analysis, and debugging of the

programming error was performed in a systematic and straightforward way. The

preceding results justify the conclusion that the children were able to apply

the intended general thinking skills within the LOGO environment. In summary,



by the end of the LOGO course both the first and the second transfer condition

were tulfilled.

Table 2 also shows that the results on the tests with respect to the third

transfer condition, namely explicit orientation toward transfer to other

domains, were less positive. In E2, only 10 out of 24 children were able to

apply autonomovisly the planning strategy in the domain of arithmctic word

problems (second planning test). Although their performance on the other two

tests was quite good, we consider the third condition as not sufficiently

fulfilled, the argument being that the second planning test was undoubtedly the

most criticK1 measure of L:trategy mastery. Unfortunately, because the school

year was at its end, there was no time available for remedial instruction.

Taking into account this latter finding, a conclusive test of the second part

of our main hypothesis, namely that the fulfilment of the third condition

enhances transfer, became impossible in the present study.

Results on the transfer tests

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was applied to analyse the

data for each of the four thinking skills separately. When all transfer

measures were involved in the pretests as well as in the posttests, a two-way

MANOVA was performed (groups x testsessions); in the other case we applied a

one-way MANOVA (groups). When the multivariate analysis for a particular skill

showed a significant effect, an addidional univariate analysis (ANOVA) was

conducted to specify this result. More specifically, for each of the transfer

measures related to this skill we computed the size and the direction of the

effect.

Separate analyses were performed for. El and C on the one hand, and El and

E2 on the other. According to our initial hypothesis, El would make more

progress from the pretests to the posttests than C; moreover E2 would

outperform El.

The multivariate analyses showed that the El group differed significantly

from the C group on problem decomposition, construction of au external

representation, and debugging (see Table 3). The additional univariate analyses

indicated significant effects on each of the transfer measures with respect of

the three skills; moreover these effects were in the expected direction: El

significantly outperformed C on error/deb (p-.001), block/dec (p-.008),

a,.



weekd/dec (p=.005), boxes/ext (p<.001) and weekd/ext (1)=.001). This leads to

the conclusion that the LOGO treatment was successful in obtaining transfer for

three out of the four thinking skills that were taught.

Insert Table 3 here

The MANOVA on the measures for planning skill (mazes/pll, mazes/p12, error/pin)

showed no significant differences between El and C: both groups performed

equally well on the tests requiring this skill. This is somewhat surprising,

since the planning component was the core component of the trained strategy.

As we expected on the basis of the non-fulfilmc.lt of the third transfer

condition, E2 did not make more progress than El. Unexpectedly, we even found

significant effects in the opposite direction: El outperformed E2 un the

measures for problem decomposition, construction of an external representation,

and debugging (see Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In the present acticle we described the design and the results of a one-year

teaching experiment, in which we implemented and evaluated a LOGO teaching

earning environment aimed at the acquisition and transfer of general thinking

skills. The study took place in three sixth grade cl;'sses according to the

pretest-posttest design with control group.

Three conditions that P.re important with a view to the attainment of

transfer were derived from the literature. The first two conditions -

acquisition of a sufficient level of domain-specific knowledge on the one hand,

and mastery of the intended thinking skills within the LOGO context on the

other - were pursued in a 60-hour LOGO course taught in both El and E2. In E2

explicit training for transfer (third condition) was also applied in a

supplementary math course.

Before assessing the transfer effect, we examined fulfilment of the

transfer conditions. The results on the LOGO mastery Lets indicated that the

first two conditions were achieved: the pupils had acquired a sufficient level

of LOGO knowledge and could successfully apply the thinking skills in the LOGO

context. In our opinion, these positive results can be attributed to the

carefully constructed instructional environment, in which the tcomings of



former studies were overcome. Two important characteristics of this learning

environment were: 1) its time-intensive character, and 2) the balance between

exploratory learning activities on the one hand, and systematic instruction

(e.g. the explicit teaching of a programming strategy) on the other. However,

in evaluating these findings appropriately, one should certainly take into

account that the results were obtained in a rather a-typical situation (60

hours of LOGO instruction, 9 computers and 4 experienced teachers for 20

children), which is not representative of the current situation in Belgian

elementary schools.

We did not succeed in realizing the third transfer condition. After

several lessons focussing on the explicit instruction in applying the

prJ)lem-solving skills taught in the LOGO environment to the domain of

mathematical word problems, most children in E2 were not sufficiently able to

do so at the end of the course. This disappointing finding is probably due to

the existence in children of inefficient strategies, attitudes and beliefs

about word problem solving, which they had acquired over the years during their

normal math lessons, and which were difficult, if not impossible to change

substantially within the available amount of time [15].

The transfer results with respect to the first part of the hypothesis,

namely that fulfilment of the first two transfer conditions is sufficient for

obtaining transferable thinking skills, are rather encouraging. Generally

speaking, the LOGO group (El) significantly outperformed the control group on

the transfer tests for three skills, namely problem decomposition, use of an

external representation, and debugging. Similar positive transfer results were

reported in other recent studies (for example [13, 16]; for an overview, see

[8, 9]). A common factor in these successful investigations, is the explicit

instruction involving "mindful abstraction" [6, 17] of the intended general

thinking skills within the LOGO environment.

The second part of the hypothesis, namely that decontextualisation by

teaching the skills in other domains (condition 3) would enhance the transfer

effect, was not confirmed. The pupils who followed the math course (E2) did not

obtain better transfer results than those from El; we even found that in E2

less transfer occurred. However, in our opinion it would be premature to

conclude from these findings that explicit train3.ng for transfer has no or even

a negative influence on the development of general thinking skills. Indeed, the

absence of the expected transfer effects, can be explained by the



non-fulfilment of the third transfer condition. Hence, a conclusive test of the

importance or the necessity of the third transfer condition became impossible

in this study. On the other hand it is often suggested in the transfer

literature that the application of the intended thinking skills in a diversity

of situations is crucial to bring about abstraction and decontextualisation

(see also [6, 18]). Therefore, we tend to hold on the hypothesis that if one

succeeds in realizing the explicit instruction for transfer properly,

additional transfer effects will occur.

A plausible explanation for the fact that in E2 less transfer was found,

relates to motivational factors and classroom atmosphere. Although systematic

data are lacking, there are several indications that the replacement of the

LOGO course by the math course in E2 resulted in a decrease in the positive

attitudes of the children of that class.

The starting point of the present study was the questiol. "Is learning to

program a vehicle for the development of thinking skills in elementary school

children?". On the basis of the obtained results and the gathered experience,

we think we can formulate a modcraLeiy positive answer to this question. Yes,

the findings suggest that learning to program can result in the acquisition and

transfer of general thinking skills. However, the positive effects do not

merely result from the unique characteristics of the LOGO language as such, but

rather from the qualities of the instructional system that is applied in

teaching programming. In other words, LOGO in itself is not a vehicle for

thinking, but it can be a useful device for the acquisition of general thinking

skills, if it is embedded in a powerful teaching-learning environment, i.e. a

context that provokes in children the learning processes necessary to reach the

intended goals.

Future research should aim at the identification and analysis of the

critical aspects and dimensions of such powerful environments. In that

perspective, we refer briefly to some research-based ideas from the domain of

instructional psychology that should he taken into account. As a frame of

reference we use Resnick's [19] distinction between three major components in a

theory of learning from instruction, namely a theory of expertise describing

skilled performance in a domain, an acquisition theory explaining the processes

of learning and development necessary to achieve expert performance, and a

theory of intervention describing appropriate teaching methods and



instructional strategies for eliciting those processes of learning and

developmer.:.

So .r cognitive ptlychological research has mainly focused on the

development of a theory of expertise, resulting in a better understanding of

the nature of expert problem-solving and thinking processes. This work led

amoung others to the identification of three aforementioned major categories of

skills that are involved in expert problem solving, namely domain-specific

knowledge, heuristic methods and metacognitive knowledge and skills.

Although there is by now no well elaborated acquisition theory available,

recent research has already yielded some important characteristics of learning

processes that should be taken into account in designing learning environments.

Major aspects in this respect are: the constructive nature of learning, meaning

that learners are not passive recipients of information, but that they actively

construct their knowledge and skills through interaction with the environment,

and through reorganisation of their own mental structures; the role of prior

knowledge in general, and of children's informal knowledge and skills in

particular, as a starting point for the acquisition process; the need to anchor

learning in real life experience and to provide learning tasks that are

representative of the multiple situations in which knowledge will have to be

used later on; the progressive internalization and formalization as a guiding

principle for acquiring new knowledge and skills; the influence of beliefs and

of motivation on learning; and the importance of the explicit teaching for

Transfer (for more details, see [20]).

An interesting contribution to the intervention component of a theory of

learning from instruction is the recent work of Collins, et al. [12] to which

we already referred before. Starting from the cognitive apprenticeship view of

teaching and learning which embeds the acquisition of knowledge and skills in

the social and functional context of their use, the authors identified four

dimensions that are relevant in designing learning environments, namely

content, method, sequence, and sociology.

With respect to content, an ideal learning environment should focus on the

acquisition of all categories of skills that experts master. In addition to the

three categories discussed in the first section of: this paper domain - spec. tic

knowledge, heuristic methods, and metacognitive strategies - Collins et al.

[12] mention a fourth type of skills that experts apply, namely learning



strategies, i.e. strategies for acquiring any of the three other types of

content.

With a view to helping students to acquire and integrate those different

categories of knowledge and skills the teacher can apply six different methods

falling roughly into three categories. The first three - modelling, coaching

and scaffolding - aim at helping the pupils acquire an integrated set of

cognitive and metacognitive skills via observation, guided and supported

practice, and feedback. Two other methods - articulation and reflection - are

techniques that help pupils analyse their own cognitive and metacognitive

activities and confront them with the ideas and strategies of other learners,

and ultimately, with a mental model of expert performance. Exploration,

finally, intends to increase the learner's autonomy in skilled problem solving

as well as in discovering, identifying, and defining a new problem.

With respect to the sequencing of learning tasks, two principles are

mentioned: 1. progressive complexity and diversity, such that competent

performance requires more and more of the domain-specific knowledge as well as

a larger variety of cognitive and metacognitive skills; and 2. global before

local skills, involving that the orientation towards the complex task as a

whole should precede the practising of partial, lower-level tasks.

Finally, the authors describe a series of guidelines that are imporr.ant

with a view to realizing a favorable social context for learning: 1. situated

learning involving that students should be given tasks and problems

representing the diversity of situations to which they will have to apply their

knowledge and skills afterwards; 2. organizing opportunities for contact with

and observation of experts; 3. enhancing intrinsic motivation for learnin,,,; 4.

fostering cooperative learning through small group problem solves.;,; 5.

organizing classroom dialogues aiming at the identification, analysis.

discussion of students' problem-solving strategies and processes.

Although we developed our LOGO learning environment before taking

cognizance of this model, the resemblance is striking. Indeed, in our

instructional system we used most of the above mentioned intervention

techniques. Also, most of the principles concerning the sequencing of tasks and

the social context of learning were taken into consideration.

We now pass onto an interesting issue relating to the construction of such

powerful learning environments, especially when it concerns the training of

thinking skills through computer programming in particular, but also through



educational software in general. The major conclusion that we derived from the

available research, is that the totally open contact with a programming

language is not sufficient for the acquisition and transfer of thinking skills;

attaining this goal requires systematic and explicit instruction. A key

question in this respect is if, and to what extent, this training has to be

built in the programming_ environment, and which part of it can better remain in

the hands of the teacher. In other words, should we develop intelligent

computer systems that can perform detailed analyses of pupils' skills and

strategies, and subsequently provide adequate coaching and T'.nstruction? Or

should the latter activities rather be performed by the teacher, while the

major role of the computer is to creatL an environment that stimulates learners

to practise their own knowledge and thinking skills [21)? An example of a

system that focussed on eliciting the use of general thinking skills in a

programming environment, is the Michael system. This system, developed at the

Department of Computer Sciences of the University of Leuven in cooperation with

our research group, explicitly stimulates the step-by-step construction and

refinement of programs. It also offers several opportunities to free the user

from the syntactical aspects of programming, so that he can fully concentrate

on the more essential problem-solving and designing activities [22).

Finally, it seems to us that future research and developmental work should

not be limited to learning environments in which programming is the core

component. Indeed, since we do not consider the cognitive effects observed in

this study as resulting from the programming activity as such, but rather from

the entire learning environment in which it is embedded, we have no ground for

attributing computer programming a monopoly position in teaching thinking

skills. Consequently, it is plausible to assume that the investment of the same

amount of time, effort and expertise, can produce equally effective learning

environments in more "traditional" content domains, and this would facilitate

the integration of the teaching of thinking skills within the regular

curriculum- in fact; this implies a plea for approaching the teaching of

thinking from a diversity of content areas. After all, the acquisition of

generally applicable problem-solving skills requires that children are taught

to apply them in a diversity of domains ami problem situations. This can only

be realized through instructional planning across subject-matter domains

focussing on the elaboration of a cocoon strategy for thinking-oriented

instruction.
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Table 1. Overview of the activities in the LOGO course

Unit no. Activity

1 Acquaintance with the computer
2-4 Elementary primitives: FD/BK, RT/LT, PU/PD
5 REPEAT command (the list to be repeated only contains elementary

primitives)
6-7 Procedures
8-9 Superprocedures
10 REPEAT command (the list to be repeated also contains procedures)

11 Demonstration of the entire programmthg strategy
12-14 Demonstration and practice of the sJperate components of the

programming strategy
15-16 Practice of the strategy with relatively simple given drawings
1/-19 Practice of the strategy with relatively complex given drawings
20-22 Practice of the strategy with self chosen drawings

First testsession for mastery tests
23-25 Practice of the strategy with given drawing containing circles

Remedial instruction

Second testsession for mastery tests



Table 2. Number of pupils in El and E2 who attained the mastery

criterion on the tests for the three transfer
conditions

Transfer conditions Mastery tests Results (n=24)

E1 E2

1. LOGO knowledge LOGO knowledge 21 17

2. Thinking skills in LOGO Planning 1 19 23

Planning 2 20 19

Executing/testing 20 22

3. Thinking skills in math Planning 1 - 22

Planning 2 10

Executing/testing - 22



Table 3. Comparison of El vs. C and El vs. E2 on the transfer

tests (MANOVA)

Measures Thinking skills Results

El vs. C El vs. E2

Mazes/pll Planning .249 >.500

Mazes/p12
Error/pin

Error/deb Debugging .001 .016

Block/dec Decomposition <.001 .002

Weekd/dec

Weekd/ext
Boxes/ext

Use of external
representation

<.001 <.001
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Figure 1. Plan for writing a LOGO grog for drawing a car



there is no procedure named CL-WM at level 1 of CAR

Figure 2. Screen effect after coding the procedure WINDOW



there is no procedure named MOTOR at level 1 of CAR

. 1 1

Figure 3. Screen effect after coding the procedure CL-WM



The carpet in our living room which measures 5m by 4,40m, has to
be renewed. The price of the carpet is 350 per m2. The craftsman
charges 600 fr per hour and works 3 hours on the job. What will
be the total cost for the renewal of the carpet?

total cost-price

price carpet wage workman

surface x price/m2 hourly wage x duration work

I

length x breadth 250 fr/m2 600 fr/h 3 h

5 m 4,40 m

Figure 4. Plan for solving a multi-step word problem



(a) Mark the drawing that the turtle will make when given the following instructions

INSTRUCTIONS
DRAWING

OK 15 /
a 7

RT 45 \ I/
FD 45

A 8 C Di

(b) Mark the instructions that the turtle recieved in order to make the following drawing

DRAWING INSTRUCTIONS

rfil
t' I

__J

L f

REPEAT 6 (STEP RT 90)

r

r...2%

J
STEP: I

A

REPEAT 8 (STEP)

B

REPEAT 4 (STEP RT 90)

C

REPEAT 4 (S7EP)

D

(c) When the turtle executes the following program, it ;ra,s the parts of the figure in a well-defined sequence.
The numbers in the :cawing indicate the sequence in which the turtle draws the parts.

Mark the drawing with the correct sequence.

PROGRAM DRAWING

TO AIRP'ANE TO WINGS

CENTRALPART WING

CL -C,1 CL-WW

WINGS WING

TO CENTRALPART TO WING

SNOUT OUTLINEVING

CL -S8 CL-OM

BODY MOTOI

CL-BT CL -HE

TAIL EMBLEM

SNOUT BODY

O
EMBLI!Ii

[1
TAIL OUTLINEWING MoT1R

2

r"

9
8 -6

3

2

9
8 6

1

LJ

A 3

2
.)

Li

1 2

Figure S. Example of an item tom the LOGO knowledge test about the elementary
primitives (a), the REPEAT command (b), and the flow of control (c)

15:



WALL

0
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STEM

A CHRISTMAS CARD
---------------

,-----------

STABLE TREE
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N
ROOF STEM CROWN

B CHRISTMAS CARD
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The best tree diagram is:

CONTOUR BALLS

TREE

0

/I\
BALL BALL BALL

STEM

BALL

CROWN

1

BALLS

BALL BALL

Figure 6. Example of an item from the first planning test



F

L 1 ] /
Figure 7. Drawing of a submarine for which the children had to draw a tree

diagram in the second planning test
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10 steps
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Figure 8. Drawing of a castle, together with a faulty plan, given as starting
point for the executing-and-testing phase
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In this maze you see these salads: a yellow, a green and a brown
one. In the middle of the maze you see a red figure. This is a
hungry beatle. He now wants to eat the three salads!
You can steer the beatle as follows: if you push an arrow-key,
the beatle is set in the direction of the arrow; if you push the
space-bar, the beatle moves one step forward. As soon as the
beatle reaches the salad, it is eaten.
Mind this! The beatle is very lazy; it wants to move as few steps
as possible to eat the three salads. Therefore, the covered
distance (this is the distance from the starting point up to the
last salad) should be as short as possible. The time is of no
importance.

....... ......
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Figure 9. Example of an item from the mazes test



Mrs. Fisher was moving nto a new apartment with the help of two
movers. She asked them to arrange the furniture in het apartment
and gave them a list of directions. The movers followed the

instructions perfectly; however there was a bug in the

directions; consequently the furniture was not arranged
correctly. Picture A shows how Mrs. Fisher wanted her apartment
to look like; picture B how the furniture was really arranged by
the movers. Try to find the bug in Mrs. Fisher's directions and
correct it.

Picture A Picture B

r

O

O

E=13,

V' 01

These are Mrs. Fisher's directions.

L.J

In the kitchen:

Put the electric cooker at the left of the dresser.
Put the automatic dishwasher at the other side of the dresser.
Put the refrigerator at the right of the automatic dishwasher.
Put the table in the south-eastern corner of the kitchen.
Put the chairs around the table.

In the living room:
Put the sofa against the northern wall.
Put the two seats facing the sofa.
Put the table between the sofa and the seats.
Put the cabinet against the southern wall.

In the bedroom:

Put the head of the bed against the southern wall.
Put a pedestal on each side of the bed.
Put the wardrobe against the wall of the kitchen.

Figure 10. Example of an item from the error detection test



Describe the complex figures by indicating which elements they
contain. You have to use either the single elements (the blocks
S, R, T, C) or the other complex figures. It is important that
you use as few elements as possible; therefore you have to choose

each time the biggest available figure. Iu enumerating the

elements, you work from left to right and from bottom to top.

Here is an example:

A 0
S R T C

(Square) (Rectangle) (Triangle) (Circle)

1 2 3

Figure number Solution

1

2

3

R,

C,

V,

2

D

1, V, 1, V

Figure 11. Example of an item from the blocks test



M T W

day before

yesterday

T F S S

today tomorrow

tomorrow

S S-1=F

day before

yesterday

F-2=W

Figure 12. Two Examples of decomposition and external represen-
tation of an item from the weekdays test
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Figure 13. Two examples of external representation of an item from the
boxes test


